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AAC-HydroH O Facial ?2Why
High Frequency
Hydradermabrasion
Diamond Peeling
Ultrasonic Facial and Eye
Oxygenation Spray

Radio Frequency
Co2 Exfoliation
PDT Lights
Skin Scrubber

TheNINE technologies guarantee a complete prescriptive approach for
all your client's needs. Providing extraordinary results to ensure maximum
client retention.

As an affordable addition to any salon or clinic, the AAC Hydro H2O is the
only machine-to-patient with the first of its kind 9-in-1 technology.

One device to treat face and body. Can be used on all skin types.

The AAC Hydro H2O facial device is unique with a large profit growth.

Aphrodite
Aesthetics aacaesthetics.ie

Delivering instant and long lasting results that you can see and feel

B R A N D
N E W
L A U N C H

NINE PROCEDURES IN ONE DEVICE



Fine Lines andWrinkles
Pigmentation
Elasticity and Firmness
Oily/Congested Skin
Skin Tone Evenness andVibrancy

Enlarged Pores
Skin Texture
Advanced Signs of Aging
Skin Lift andTighten
Acne

Offering a complete facial solution. AAC HydroH2O uses patented multi-technology to
Resurface, Refresh, Rehydrate, Rejuvenate, Detoxify, Clarify and Protect
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AAC-HydroH O Facial2

For more information, please call our sales team on: 00353 (0)45 982 993

Advanced Vortex Technology System with Nine Advanced Technologies for:

Our Technologies:
High Frequency: Stubborn Acne. Shrink enlarged pores, Reduce wrinkles. Fade dark circles. Rejuvenate the
condition of the scalp.

Hydradermabrasion: is excellent for all skin types. Provides immediate results using a combination of soluble
solutions (AHA) to dissolve bacteria sebum, (BHA) salicylic acid, an oil controlling solution to cleanse the pore
from sebum and blackheads. Extracts to provide an anti-oxidant effect, hydration melanin control with
supplement nourishing agents.

Diamond Peeling: Exfoliates dead skin and impurities, improving the skin elasticity of the cheeks, chin and
neck, even the body with overall skin complexion.

Ultrasonic Facial and Eye: Vibration massage effects. Improves wrinkles. Combats acne and couperose

Oxygenation Spray: Professional spray enhanses the absorbition to the skin by creating a venturi effect that
breaks down the molecules within the product usage to encourage absorption for skin hydration.

Radio Frequency: Skin Tightening procedure using energy waves to heat the deep layer of the skin known
as the dermis. This heat stimulates production of collagen. This technology can be used on face and body.

Co2 Exfoliation: Co2 environment called the Bohr effect. a large number of Co2 bubbles penetrate the skin
causing an increase in blood flow. A large number of oxygen-containing red blood cells release oxygen
molecules thus increasing the oxygen content in tissues. Our active ingredients used are Hyaluronic Acid,
Protein Peptide, Retinol, resulting in tightening, brightening and hydrating effects.

PDT Lights: Photon Dynamic Therapy is a NEW technology using photon power to do skin maintenance and
treatment. Light energy to cell energy to help with cell growth, blood circulation, lightening, producing
collagen proteins, increasing skin elasticity and rehabbing ageing skin and acne.

Skin Scrubber: Ultrasound technology to gently exfoliate the skin of dead skin cells and impurities.
Ultrasound waves help loosen and remove oil, dirt and cellular debris from the pores in order to achieve a
noticable radiant healthy glow. Ultrasound is also used for product infusion.


